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&
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Legislation:

MiningAet (WA) 1978: s. 98(8), s. 134(2)

Mining Regulations (WA) 1981: r. 165(1), r. 165(2)

Rules of the Supreme Court of WA: 0 66 R 1(1)

Result:

Mr Dixon and Exterra pay the costs of Landtec for the Forfeiture Applications from 13
November 2012 to 17 July 2015 calculated as to 8/11th of 50% of the costsJbr the conduct of the
Exemption Applications and the Folfeiture Applications.

Mr Dixon and Exterra pay 8/111h of the costs of Landtec for the Forfeiture Applications from 18

July 2015 to 4 May 2016.

In the event Mr Dixon, Exterra and Landtec cannot agree on the quantum of costs to be paid by
Mr Dixon and Exterra to Landtec the costs are to be assessed by the Mining Registrar and
calculated in accordance with the above order.

Representation:

Counsel:
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:  MrGLawton
:  Mr P Lafferty
:  No appearance
:  No Appearance
:  Nil
:  Mr Armeli

Solicitors."

Landtec
Mr Dixon
Eucalyptus
Longman' s

Regal
Exterra

:  Lawton Lawyers
:  Optima Legal
:  Nil
:  Nil
:  Nil
:  Kings Park Corporate Lawyers

Case(s) referred to in judgment(s):

Landtec P/L v Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus GM P/L, Regal Resources P/L & Anor [2016J
WAMW 4
Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus Gold Mines P/L & Regal Resources P/L v Landtec [2014_]
WAMW 16

Landtec Pty Ltd v Dixon & ors [2012] WAMW 36

Brosnan & ors v Meridian Mining Ltd [2013] WAMW 1

Case(s) also cited:

Nil

Background

1. On 11 March 2016, Landtec Pty Ltd ("Landtec") were successful in its various
applications for forfeiture for non-compliance with the minimum expenditure conditions
of various mining tenements ("the Forfeiture Applications") held by Trevor John Dixon
("Mr Dixon"), Murray James and Noreen Longman ("the Longman's"), Eucalyptus Gold
Mines Pty Ltd ("Eucalyptus GM") and Regal Resources Pty Ltd ("Regal"). (see: Landtec
P/L v Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus GM P/L, Regal Resources PiL & Anor [2016]
WAMW 4)

2, The mining tenements to which the Forfeiture Applications relate are as follows:

a. Eucalyptus GM
b, The Longman's
c. Mr Dixon

d. Regal

M 39/292
M 39/480
M 39/914, M 39/966, M 39/969, M 39/991, M 39/1064, P39/4622,
P 39/4623, P 39/4636
P 39/4556
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3. Landtec now seeks an order for its costs of the Forfeiture Applications for the mining
tenements held by Mr Dixon and Regal to be paid by Mr Dixon and Exterra. Landtec does
not seek orders for its costs of the Forfeiture Applications for the mining tenements held
by Eucalyptus GM and the Longman's as it has resolved the payment of costs with those

persons. There is no issue between the parties that the power of the Warden to award costsin the Forfeiture Applications is found in r. 165 of the Mining Regulations ("the

Regulations").

4. In summary, Landtec submits an order should be made that Mr Dixon and Exterra pay its
costs for the Forfeiture Applications, to be taxed if not agreed, because Landtec has been
totally successful and obtained the relief claimed. In support of that position, Landtec
submits the "general rule" in relation to costs of any proceedings, reinforced by Order 66
Rule 1(1) of the Rules of the Supreme Court is "the court will generally order the
successful party to any action or matter recover his costs. "Further, Landtec submits it has
done nothing which would preclude it from recovering its costs of obtaining the relief
sought or that would justify a departure from the "general rule". It is argued by Landtec,
that, to the contrary, it has had to overcome many unnecessary hurdles put up by the Mr
Dixon and Exterra before it could obtain the relief it sought.

5. Mr Dixon submits it is irrelevant to the issue of whether a warden should order costs that,
in this case, Landtec had been successful in the Forfeiture Applications. The correct
application of the decision whether costs should or should not be awarded in the Forfeiture
Applications is, submits Mr Dixon, that each party should bear their own costs pursuant to
r. 165(1) of the Regulations, save and except, that the warden may exercise his discretion

pursuant to r. 165(2) of the Regulations whether to award costs or not.

6. Further, Mr Dixon submits there is no general discretion under r. 165 of the Regulations to
award cost to the party to a proceeding merely on the basis they have been successful in
the Forfeiture Applications. Mr Dixon submits, reference to Order 66 Rule 1(1) of the
Rules of the Supreme Court is, therefore, irrelevant. If there is to be any deviation from the
provisions of r. 165(1) of the Regulations in awarding costs, Mr Dixon submits,
consideration should be given to each tenement holder's proportionate liability.

7. It was further submitted by Mr Dixon if the Warden was minded to deviate from the
provisions of r. 165(1) of the Regulations and award costs pursuant to r. 165(2) of the
Regulations consideration should be given to the punitive effect such an order would have
upon Mr Dixon given there has been the forfeiture of P 39/4622, P 39/4623 and P 39/4636
and the costs associated with the prospect of the Hen. Minister for Mines & Petroleum
ordering the forfeiture of M 39/914, M 39/966, M 39/969, M 39/991, M 39/1064.

8. Mr Dixon submits the Act is designed for self-regulation and policing by the jealous
neighbour. Landtec achieved that end, submits Mr Dixon, by obtaining the forfeiture of the
prospecting licences and the recommendation for the forfeiture of the mining leases. Mr
Dixon submits any order for costs would be overly burdensome to him and unnecessary
especially in light of Landtec not leading any evidence in the Forfeiture Applications.

9. In those circumstances, Mr Dixon submits, the circumstances of the Forfeiture
Applications are such the cost issue should be resolved by an order that applies the
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provisions of r. 165(1) of the Regulations and orders for all parties to bear their own costs.
Alternatively, Mr Dixon submits, if the Warden is minded to exercise his discretion
pursuant to r. 165(2) of the Regulations the order should be Mr Dixon pay Landtec's costs
to be taxed, if not agreed, and those cost apportioned as between the Mr Dixon and any

other party to the proceedings.

10. Exterra did not provide written submissions on the issue of costs. However, counsel for
Exterra submitted that Exterra adopted the submissions on costs made by Mr Dixon and
had nothing further to add.

Application of r. 165(1) and (2) to Forfeiture Application

11. The relevant provisions of r. 165 of the Regulations states:

165. Costs
(i) Except as ordered under this regulation, regulation 139 or 142, each party is to bear

the party's own costs.
(2) In addition to the power to award costs under regulations 139 and 142, a warden

hearing and determining proceedings under Division 2, including interlocutory
applications related to those proceedings, may make an order for a party's costs to be
paid by another party.

12.The application of r. 165(1) and (2) of the Regulations to applications for costs in
forfeiture application was considered by His Honor Warden Calder in Brosna & ors v
Meridian Mining Lid [2013] WAMW 1 in circumstances in which the provisions of s.
98(8) of the Act applied to some applications for forfeiture. Relevantly, to the application
for costs in the Forfeiture Applications, His Honour Warden Calder stated in the above
case at [9], [10], [14] & [15] in respect to the interpretation and application ofr. 165 of the
Regulations, the following:

"9. ... Division 2 of Part VIII of the Regulations deals with applications under s. 96(1)(b) of the
Act the forfeiture of prospecting licences or miscellaneous licences. Division 2 also deals with
applications for forfeiture pursuant to s. 98 of the Act of Mining Leases and Exploration
Licences. Division 3 of Part VIII is concerned with the making of objections it has no
application in the present case.

10. Counsel argues that s. 165(2) of the Act (sic) is to be read subject to, and in the context of the
immediately preceding subs (1), namely, that except as otherwise ordered under the
Regulations, each party in forJeiture proceedings is to beat" the party's own costs. It is
implicit in Counsel's submissions that there must be some exceptional circumstances arising
from the proceedings which justifies the application of subsection (2) which is the departure
from the overarching general expressed in subsection (1).

°,° .°° ,°, ,,° °°. °.o °°.

13. I agree with the submission of the applicant is that before the general rule expressed in
r.165(1) of the Regulations should not be applied the Warden must find that there are
circumstances, whether they are described as exceptional or not, that justifies such departure.
In my opinion, in this ease, there are no such justifying circumstances. Arguments about the
validity and the correctness of the contents of Form 5 reports lodged by tenement holder are
very much the norm in applications for forfeiture  ......

15  .......  I consider that there is no necessary inconsistency between the provisions of s. 98(8) of
the Act and those of r. 165 of the Regulations. Both of them appeared to proceed from a
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common base that is fundamental to proceedings for forfeiture, namely, the basis that, as a
matter of general legislative policy under the Act and Regulations, including the policy of
industry self-regulation or self-policing, applicants who seek to advance such policies by the
institution of proceedings f or forfeiture should not be deterred or even prevented from doing
so because of the potential for large and perhaps prohibitive amount of costs to be ordered
against them if, in the final outcome, the application for forfeiture is unsuccessful but was not
frivolous or vexatious."

14.1 accept the submission of Mr Dixon and Exterra the interpretation and application of r.
165(1) & (2) of the Regulations should apply to the application for costs by Landtec in the
Forfeiture Applications. This is the same interpretation and application found by His
Honour Warden Calder in Brosnan & ors v Meridian Mining Ltd (supra). However, I
make the observation in respect to the comments by His Honour Warden Calder in
Brosnan & ors v Meridian Mining Ltd (supra) at [15] that as an applicant who advances
the policy of self-regulation or self-policing of the Act and Regulations by way of
applications for forfeiture should not be deterred from doing so because of the potential for
large and perhaps prohibitive amount of costs to be ordered against them if in the final
outcome the applications for forfeiture are unsuccessful but was not frivolous or vexatious,
but also, in my opinion, because an applicant for forfeiture who advances the policy of
self-policing under the Act and is successful should not be left with significant legal costs
for having done so where circumstances exist in the conduct of the proceedings that
warrant an order for costs being made in their favour.

Do Circumstances exist for Orders for the Payment of Costs under r. 165(2)?

15.Whilst I accept the interpretation and application of r. 165(1) & (2) of the Regulations is
that submitted by Mr Dixon and Exterra, I consider that circumstances exists, in the
Forfeiture Applications, that warrant the departure from the provisions of r. 165(1) of the
Regulations and, in the exercise of my discretion, to apply the provisions of r. 165(2) of
the Regulations for the costs of Landtec to be paid by Mr Dixon and Exterra in the terms

below.

16. It is not possible, and is not helpful, to determine a closed list of circumstances that may
give rise to the application of r. 165(2) of the Regulations in awarding costs because those
circumstances will be determined by the individual circumstances of each case.

17.Relevant to the issue of costs in the Forfeiture Applications is the long history of the
matters in these proceedings between the parties. I do not propose to recite the history that
preceded the application for costs in the Forfeiture Applications by Landtec, save to refer
to prior decisions relating to the joining of Exterra as a party to these proceedings
(Landtec Pry Ltd v Dixon & ors [2012] WAMW 36), the applications for exemptions
from compliance with expenditure conditions by Mr Dixon and others (Dixon, Longman,
Eucalyptus Gold Mines P/L & Regal Resources P/L v Landtee [2014] WAMW 16) and,
of course, the Forfeiture Applications (Landtee P/L v Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus Gold
Mines P/L, Regal Resources P/L & anor [2016] WAMW 4).

18.Relevant to the issue of costs in the Forfeiture Applications is orders were made 31 May
2011, that evidence in the hearing of the Exemption Applications be taken as read and
stand as evidence in the Forfeiture Applications, the joining of Exterra as an interested
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party and its evidence of the future plans it had for all the mining tenements the subject of
the Forfeiture Applications, the lodging by Mr Dixon of the amended, additional or
substituted Form 5 Reports referred to and dealt with in Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus
Gold Mines P/Z & Regal Resources PiL v Landtec [2014] WAMW 16 at [171] to [212]
and the associated evidence called by Mr Dixon of Mr Woods, Mr Waardenberg, Mr
Tussler, Ms Scudds and Mr & Mrs Dunbar that gave rise to the lodging of the amended,
additional or substituted Form 5 Reports.

19, His Honour Warden Calder said in Brosnan & ors v Meridian Mining Ltd (supra) at [14]
'Arguments about the validity and the correctness of the contents of Form 5 reports lodged
by tenement holder are very much the norm in applications for forfeiture.' It is without
question that observation by His Honour Warden Calder is correct and it was one of the
basis upon which His Honour Warden Calder declined to depart from the provisions of r.
165(1) of the Regulations in the above case.

20.With the exception of P 39/4556 held by Regal, the Forfeiture Applications originally
lodged by Landtec did not challenge the validity or correctness of the Form 5 Reports
lodged by Mr Dixon or others. That is so because the Form 5 Reports, with the exception
of P 39/4556 held by Regal, as originally lodged showed there had been non-compliance
with the minimum expenditure conditions for each of the mining tenements in the

expenditure year in question.

21.With the exception of P 39/4456 held by Regal, the challenge to the validity and
correctness of the Form 5 Reports for the mining tenements registered to Mr Dixon did not
come from Landtec but came from Mr Dixon when he lodged the amended, additional or
substituted Form 5 Reports in about October 2012 claiming various expenditure by Mr
Woods, Mr Waardenberg, Mr Tussler, Ms Scudds, Mr & Mrs Dunbar and himself in the
expenditure year in question and others. It was argued by Mr Dixon and Exterra that the
exemptions application lodged by Mr Dixon in respect to the mining tenements registered
in his name were unnecessary and it followed the Forfeiture Applications could not
succeed as there had been compliance with the minimum expenditure conditions on all
mining tenements registered to Mr Dixon. For the reasons previously stated in Dixon,
Longman, Eucalyptus Gold Mines P/L & Regal Resources P/L v Landtec [2014]
WAMW16 at [171] to [212] that argument by Mr Dixon and Exterra was rejected and the
evidence given by Mr Woods, Mr Waardenberg, Mr Tussler, Ms Scudds and Mr & Mrs
Dunbar in respect to the work carried out on the mining tenements was found to have been
non-compliant with the Act and Regulations and a recommendation made to the Hon.
Minister the Exemption Applications by Mr Dixon be refused which was upheld.

22. There can be no doubt, Landtec was entitled to rely upon the accuracy of the content of the
Register, as reported by Mr Dixon the holder of the mining tenement, in respect to
expenditure recorded for an expenditure year when it made its decision under the self-
policing provisions of the Act and Regulations to institute proceedings for forfeiture of the
mining tenements held by Mr Dixon. The challenge to the accuracy of the Form 5 Reports
in respect to the mining tenements held by Mr Dixon was instigated not by Landtec but by
Mr Dixon himself and was brought about by the ability of Mr Dixon to lodge the
amended, additional or substituted Form 5 Reports in about October 2012 with the Mining
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Registrar and have the Director General record the amount claimed as expenditure
recorded in the Register, in circumstances found in Dixon, Longman, Eucalyptus Gold
Mines P/L & Regai Resources P/L v Landtec [2014] WAMW16 at [171] to [212] to have
been done contrary to the Act and Regulations.

23. In my opinion, the actions of Mr Dixon, supported by Exterra, in challenging the accuracy
or correctness of the content of his own Form 5 Reports originally lodged in respect to the
mining tenements held by Mr Dixon and the calling of the evidence of Mr Woods, Mr
Waardenberg, Mr Tussler, Ms Scudds and Mr & Mrs Dunbar in support thereof amounts
to exceptional circumstances that warrants the departure from the provisions of r. 165(1)
and applying the provisions of r. 165(2) of the Regulations in favour of Landtec. The
actions described above by Mr Dixon, and supported by Exterra, prolonged the
proceedings and resulted in additional costs being incurred in the proceedings that would
not have been obvious to Landtec on the face of the Register at the commencement of the
Forfeiture Proceedings. The challenging by Mr Dixon of the validity or correctness of the
Form 5 Reports lodged for the mining tenements that were registered in his name and for
which he had responsibility is exceptional to say the least. The argument launched by Mr
Dixon in respect to his challenge to the validity or correctness of the accuracy of the Form
5 Reports and the evidence of Mr Woods, Mr Waardenberg, Mr Tussler, Ms Scudds and
Mr & Mrs Dunbar as it affected the issue of gravity of the non-compliance with minimum
expenditure conditions for the mining tenements in the Forfeiture Applications was more
than an argument that was the norm in an application for forfeiture because the challenge
was not by the applicant for forfeiture but by the holder of the mining tenement who was
responsible for the lodgment and accuracy of the Form 5 Reports.

24.In my opinion, circumstances exist that warrant a departure from the provisions of r.
165(1) of the Regulations and an order for the payment of Landtec's costs pursuant to r.
165(2) of the Regulations by Exterra. Exterra joined these proceedings, including the
Forfeiture Applications, by order of the Warden on 13 November 2012, being several
years after the commencement of the Forfeiture Applications by Landtec. Exterra admitted
it had no binding agreement with Mr Dixon to do anything on the mining tenements held
by Mr Dixon. However, Exterra joined with Mr Dixon in almost all arguments advanced
by Mr Dixon, importantly the argument concerning the amended, additional or substituted
Form 5 Reports in respect to Mr Dixon's mining tenements, and also played a pivotally
role in the argument of its future intentions with the mining tenements held by Mr Dixon,
Regal and others in the Forfeiture Applications. These actions by Exterra, as with Mr
Dixon, contributed to an escalation of costs on the part of Landtec in respect to the
Forfeiture Applications. For the reasons expressed above in respect to Mr Dixon, Exterra
should also pay the costs of Landtec.

25.I do not accept it is reasonable not to order that Mr Dixon and Exterra pay the costs of
Landtec simply because Landtec has obtained the orders it sought, that is forfeiture of the
prospecting licences and a recommendation for the forfeiture of the mining leases. The
manner in which Mr Dixon and Exterra conducted their opposition to the Forfeiture
Applications by Landtec was unusual and exceptional in that the correctness and validity
of the Form 5 Reports of Mr Dixon were challenged. It must have been apparent to both
Mr Dixon and Exterra that such conduct would prolong the proceedings and incur, on the
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part of Landtec, more costs. That Landtec called no evidence was the choice of Landtec
and will or should be reflected in the quantum of costs it seeks.

26.Landtec has entered into agreements in respect to costs with the Longman's and also
Eucalyptus GM. It would be inappropriate the order for costs to be payable by Mr Dixon
and Exterra should be calculated to include payment of costs pertaining to that part of the
proceeding associated with the mining tenements held by the Longman's or Eucalyptus
GM. To do so would be to "double dip" on costs.

27.These proceedings have had a long and somewhat complicated history that, in its early
stages, included other parties. To attempt to fashion an order for costs that is in some way
reasonable in the history of the proceedings taking into account the number of parties, the
number of mining tenements and, at various times, the hearing of evidence in both the
Exemption and Forfeiture Applications is difficult, to say the least.

28.In those circumstances, it would be reasonable that costs of the Forfeiture Applications
should be calculated from the date Exterra was joined to the proceeding being 13
November 2012.

29. It is also reasonable that costs of the Forfeiture Applications be apportioned on the total of
the number of mining tenements that have been the subject of the hearing of the Forfeiture
Applications being in total 11, being the total number of mining tenements of the
Longman's, Eucalyptus GM, Regal and Mr Dixon. I do not consider it reasonable that any
costs should be apportioned for the mining tenement held by Regal as Exterra did not
argue against the submissions by Landtec and Exterra's argument in respect to its future
plans were common to all other mining tenements nor for the mining tenements held by
the Longman's or Eucalyptus GM for the reasons expressed above.

30.The calculation of cost should take into account that an order was made on 31 May 2011
that the evidence in the hearing of the Exemption Applications be taken as read and stand
as evidence in the Forfeiture Applications. It follows, in my opinion, the calculation of
costs should be apportioned to reflect the hearing of the Exemption Application required
the preparation of evidence to be included and considered in the Forfeiture Applications, if
required, as it ultimately was. That is reasonably achieved by making an allowance for the
payment of 50% towards the payment of costs up to and including the orders by Warden
Maughan of 17 July 2015 that programmed the Forfeiture Applications for hearing.

31. Appropriately, there has been no suggestion an order for costs should be made in respect

to the Exemption Applications.

32. Accordingly, for the above reason, I am satisfied it is appropriate to order costs pursuant to
r. 165(2) of the Regulations and I make the following orders:

a, Mr Dixon and Exterra pay the costs of Landtec for the Forfeiture Applications from
13 November 2012 to 17 July 2015 calculated as to 8/11th of 50% of the costs for the
conduct of the Exemption Applications and the Forfeiture Applications.

b. Mr Dixon and Exterra pay 8/11th of the costs of Landtec for the Forfeiture
Applications from 18 July 2015 to 4 May 2016.
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C, In the event Mr Dixon, Exterra and Landtec cannot agree on the quantum of costs to
be paid by Mr Dixon and Exterra to Landtec the costs are to be assessed by the
Mining Registrar and calculated in accordance with the above order.

..........  .....  .....

S M Wilson
Warden
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